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THE CORONA VIRUS - COVID-19 
 
On Tuesday 10 March I joined a UK Music Live group conference telephone call reference COVID-19 
THE VIRUS.  Attending the call was: 
 
Tom Kiehl, UK Music 
Andy Lenthall, PSA 
Stuart Galbraith, Kilimanjaro 
Mark Davyd, Music Venues Trust 
Paul Fenn, ASGUARD Agency 
Greg Palmley, ILMC 

Paul Reed, AIF 
Greg Marshall, AFE 
Selina Emeny, Live Nation 
John Langford, AEG 
SH, AFO 
And many others) 

 
The group clearly are very concerned about the impact of the virus on the events industry.  Rumour and 
hearsay abound, facts are starting to emerge, not least of which a seriously large dip in tickets sales, 
reluctance of our audiences to go out to large-scale events and even festivals as far ahead as July and 
August are being affected. 
 
The government has now been approached through our conduit DCMS.  The requests are that the 
government: 
 
1. Consider business rate relief for the outdoor events industry. 
 
2. Offer some support to the self-employed who make up an enormous amount of the labour in our 
 industry. 
 
3. And most important of all do not make any announcements about cancellation of large-scale 
 events that is not totally backed up by medical advice. 
 
4. Further, should this scenario arise, the government are requested not to be vague about their 
 announcement.  We certainly don’t want recommendations and good will, that would only cause 
 chaos with some cancelling and some not etc. etc. 
 
What the group has asked for is a medically supported decision that is precise and to the point.  However, 
it should be noted that the Deputy Chief Medical Officer advising the government, Dr Jenny Harris, said 
on BBC Breakfast and repeated it on LBC when SH, on behalf of AFO was also being interviewed, ‘This 
virus cannot survive very long in the outdoors, so I see no benefit in cancelling outdoor events’. 
 
The group also discussed the fact that major outdoor events, including both small and large festivals, are 
probably a safer place to be than crowded into a pub to watch a rugby match. 
 
The group also asked the government not to make announcements like ‘some countries have’ along the 
lines of ‘gatherings of more than one thousand people should be cancelled’.  This would not be helpful. 
 
DCMS are holding a meeting with events industry representatives on Monday 16 March, at which AFO 
will be represented and I shall report further. 
 
For now, sadly, we have had one cancellation at Ireby Festival in Cumbria.  They have decided after 
some considerable research and debate to cancel now rather than wait to be told to cancel later.  Based 
entirely with regards to the health of their audience. 
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Bearded Theory in Derbyshire will take place on 21-24 May.  However, the director of this 15,000 capacity 
AFO member event has very wisely made alternative plans for a postponement to September IF and 
ONLY IF really necessary.  (See beardedtheory.co.uk/blog) 
 
Those of you considering your position regarding insurance should note that our insurance advisors have 
told us that this virus IS NOT covered by cancellation insurance.  There is the faintest possibility that 
cover may be found for those who have communicable disease cover already in position before the virus 
hit.  This can certainly not be purchased now.  I suspect that will not be the case of any AFO members 
so our message to government, which has already gone, is bear this in mind.  If the decision is taken to 
cancel large gatherings of people, the economic impact on both the festivals and the economy in which 
they work will be devastating. 
 
Other sources (hearsay) suggest that the virus will peak during April and have faded from our landscape 
by the end of June.  I have yet to find any medical evidence for this statement, but it is a thread worth 
hanging on to for now. 
 
More on these issues as they happen. 
 
SH  
13 March 2020 


